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The power of stories 1

‘Narrative and life go together and so the 

principal attraction of narrative as method is 

its capacity to render life experiences, both 

personal and social, in relevant and 

meaningful ways.’

(Connelly and Clandinin, 1990)



The power of stories 2

Provide an insight into how we make sense of 

the world and our place in it

Stories are transformative

They bring about change

They empower and ‘give voice’

They provide rich detailed insight into the ‘how’ 

and ‘why’, going beyond statistics



Stories or narratives?

Often used interchangeably

Story: more appropriate when speaking in a familiar, 

personal or conversational way

Narrative: a particular genre with formal 

characteristics

A story is always a narrative, but narrative structure 

is not limited to story.

Story = ‘…a narrative structure that organizes or 

emplots human events. It is a construction by the 

teller or narrator.’ (Kramp, 2004: 106)



Why use stories in social research?

 You gain valuable access to the personal experiences 
of the storyteller

 They frame, highlight and reveal life as experiences in a 
narrative structure

 ‘The story’ is the unit of analysis

 Allows us to explore various layers of society and social 
life via narratives:

 Individual stories of personal experiences or events

Collective / community stories – the function/s they 
perform in and for groups (i.e. communities)

Cultural or organizational stories – i.e. the stories which 
professionals tell themselves (‘cautionary tales’ or 
‘strawberry stories’)

 Which stories are legitimized, permitted to be told, or taboo?



What is narrative inquiry?

Qualitative method focusing on understanding of a 
phenomenon or experience

Does not formulate logical or scientific explanations.

Changes the question – ‘how do I know the truth?’

 To – ‘How do we come to endow experience with 
meaning?’ (Richard Rorty, philosopher)

Narrative is a vital human activity that structures 
experience and gives it meaning

Allows for collaboration between researcher and 
participant

 Involves reflexivity



What distinguishes narrative as a mode 

of inquiry?

Process: a narrator or participant tells or 
narrates

Product: the story / narrative told

Means by which you gather data

Form of data gathered

Form in which you might write up your 

research



Principles of narrative

Content and/or 
meaning

Meaning-making

Experience

Socially situated 
(context)

Richness and depth

Messiness

Fluidity

Attends to the 
particular by looking at 
the whole

Temporality

Difference

Co-construction

Reflexivity

Member checking



What does ‘narrative’ mean for qualitative 

researchers?

An ambiguous term

Traditionally understood in a general way inclusive 

of various responses

Textual forms: short answers to questions, field 

notes, transcriptions of interviews, case studies, 

autobiography, autoethnography, letters, journals

Other forms: visual methods (picturing, 

photography, video), artefacts and objects (art, 

poetry, music, film), social media and online stories



Criteria and commonalities

Narrator: the storyteller is given authority

Plot: constructed by narrator, selecting and 

sequencing actions and events, imposing 

meaning on these (emplotment).

Characters

Motives

Scene and context

Time / chronology

Values / life lessons



Example: stories of hate crime post-

Brexit vote (see Lumsden et al. 2019)

 People were acting like they’ve had unloaded gun in their pockets – they 
knew they can make us feel unpleasant … it was unloaded but it was shown to 
us… so it was that unwritten and unsaid situation that was making me … careful 
if you know what I mean. (Interviewee 4, Polish, in UK since 2004/5)

 His mum called him and he just texted her saying ‘I can’t speak to you now; I’ll 
call when I get back home’. When he got home he said to her that the taxi 
driver made such a horrific comment that he was scared to speak to his mum 
in Polish. (Interviewee 1, Polish, in UK since 2005)

 [They] won’t leave the house unless they go shopping to Tesco or Wilkinson or 
Poundland…never been in coffee shop… been in the UK for eight years but 
never went to coffee shop…because they don’t feel confident or because 
they try before and something bad happened. (Interviewee 1, Polish, female, 
in UK since 2005)

 I don’t feel welcome here after Brexit ... And I see the beauty of my country 
and every time I just come back from that crying – I want to go home. 
(Interviewee 2, in UK since 2006)



Example: ‘stop stockouts’ - visual storytelling 

to get media attention (see Davidson, 2017)

 Primary health care facilities in Africa plagued by low 

availability of essential medicines in public health facilities

 ‘Stock-outs’ force people to purchase medicines from the 

higher-priced private sector or to go without

 In June 2009, HAI Africa and partner organisations staged a 

‘pill check’ week

 Use of text messaging and online mapping tools to enable 

public to submit an instant report by SMS when they 

experienced stock outs

 Results, reported via text message, used to populate online 

map that highlighted areas where medicine stock-outs 

were experienced by patients that week.



Example: ‘small stories’ research 1 

(Georgakopoulou, 2014)

 A paradigm for narrative and identities analysis

Counter-move to dominant models of narrative studies:

Defined narrative restrictively and on the basis of textual 

criteria

Privileged the long, relatively uninterrupted, teller-led 

accounts of past events or of one’s life story, typically elicited 

in research interview situations

 Recognizing ‘the pluralism, heterogeneity and productive co-

existence of narrative activities, big and small, in the same 

event, by the same teller, and so on.’ (2014: 3)



’Small stories’ research 2

 ‘In reality many of our stories are “messy”, with no easily identifiable 

endpoints, that develop in different environments and media.’ 

(2014: 4)

 Genre of ‘small stories’ he calls ‘breaking news’:

 Stories of very recent (yesterday) and in some cases evolving (just now) 

events that, once introduced into a conversation can be further 

updated.

 Small stories ’emerge as the counter-stories, the stories that are not 

encouraged or allowed in specific environments, that do not fit 

expectations of who the tellers should be and what stories they tell.’ 

(2014: 10)

 Social media as ‘small stories’: text-messages, Facebook Status 

updates, Twitter and re-tweets shows that breaking news stories 

abound on those platforms. (2014: 11)



Activity 1: write your own stories

 Part 1: 20 minutes

1. Individually, write a short story about “how you travelled here 

today?” (or “how you usually commute to work?”)

2. Try not to impose structure or length on it, just free write

3. Give your story a title

 Part 2: 10 minutes

1. Swap your story with another person at your table

2. Read each others’ stories and discuss what impression you have 

from the story, including how it compared to yours

 Part 3: 15 minutes

1. Be prepared to discuss and share with other participants

2. Also consider how you could communicate this story via visual or 

online methods (i.e. a series of ‘tweets’?)



Summary

 Narrative inquiry and stories are powerful tools for gathering data 

on, and communicating, people’s experiences of social life and 

phenomena.

 Stories provide ways for individuals to make sense of the world, their 

lives, and their place in the world.

 Variety of social levels on/through which we can explore stories (i.e. 

individual, collective, cultural).

 Variety of forms for stories: textual, visual, performative, 

organizational, etc.

 Interpretive and context driven

 Reflexive and co-constructed by researcher and researched

 Storytelling can also be used by the researcher to disseminate data 

collected via other methods.



“A life as led is inseparable from a life 

as told – or more bluntly, a life is not 

‘how it was’ but how it is interpreted 

and reinterpreted, told and retold.”

(Bruner, 1987: 31)
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